PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment

PlayPosit peer review assignments require students to submit a video or “bulb” (“bulb” is PlayPosit terminology for an interactive video). Class members or group members then peer review each other’s videos as part of the assignment. Depending on how you set up the assignment, students provide criterion-based feedback using a rubric that you create, and post feedback comments in a discussion forum. You can require students to review all their classmates’ videos, or you can assign students to groups that review only their group members’ videos.

You may want to assign a regular PlayPosit bulb to students before assigning a peer review assignment to:

- ensure that all students will be available to add to groups (if you use groups).
- familiarize students with the process of taking a PlayPosit bulb.

For more information and instructions, refer to PlayPosit Interactive Video in Blackboard.

PlayPosit peer review assignments have two steps: Step 1: Create PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment; and Step 2: Grade PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment.

Step 1: Create PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment

This section includes instructions to:

- Add a Blackboard link for a PlayPosit peer review assignment.
- Create a PlayPosit peer review assignment with and without a rubric.
- Create and update PlayPosit groups.

Add Blackboard Link for PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment

1. Go to the Content Area in the course (e.g., Homepage, Unit 1, etc.) where you want to add the PlayPosit peer review assignment.
2. Click the Build Content menu and select PlayPosit.
3. Click **Set Link**.

4. Click the **Add New Bulb** pulldown menu and select **Add Peer Review Assignment**.
5. Enter a **Name** for the peer review assignment.

6. Edit the assignment’s **Learning objectives/instructions** if you want to customize the default instructions.

7. Verify the **Enable peer review** slider button is selected.

8. To create the peer review assignment **with a rubric**, continue with **Step 1** in the next section **Create PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment with Rubric**.

   To create the peer review assignment **without a rubric**, proceed to **Step 1** in the **Create PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment without Rubric** section on page 6.

**Create PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment with Rubric**

Peer review assignments with a rubric require students to upload a video, watch their peers’ videos, use the required criteria in the rubric to submit feedback for their peers’ submissions, and participate (i.e., post comments) in the discussion forum. The rubrics completed by the student’s peers do not factor into the student’s final score. The instructor completes the rubric associated with the student’s submission to assign the final grade.
1. Under **Advanced settings**, select the **Enable grading rubric** slider button.

2. Unselect the **Allow learners to use private video hosts** slider button to restrict students to use only YouTube and Vimeo as video sources.

3. *Optional* – Select the **Anonymize student rubric submissions** slider button if you want to prevent students from knowing the identities of their reviewers.

4. Click **Create Rubric**.

5. In the **Rubric Designer**, delete the default **Criterion** name (e.g., Criterion #1) to enter a customized name for the criterion (e.g., Concept is clear; Organization is logical; Overall creativity; etc.).

6. Click **Out of 5 Points** and use the slider to change the point value for the criterion (between 1 and 5 points).

7. To add more criteria, click **Add Numeric Criterion** and repeat **Step 5** and **Step 6**.

8. *Optional* – Click **Add Section** to create more than one section in the rubric; delete the default name (e.g., Section #1) to enter a customized name for the section.
NOTE  Reorganize the criteria and sections by clicking the dots on the left side of the row and dragging the row to where you want it. To delete criteria or sections, click the corresponding Trashcan icon.

9. Click **Assign** to create the rubric.
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10. **Assign groups** to the peer review assignment: continue with **Step 11**.

    Do not assign groups to the peer review assignment: proceed to **Step 12**.

11. Group set created: click the **Select Group Set** pulldown menu and select the group set.

    Group set not created: click **Manage Group Sets** and proceed to **Step 1** in the Create PlayPosit Groups section on page 7 for instructions. After creating the group set, click the **Select Group Set** pulldown menu and select it.
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12. Click **Link**. The link to the PlayPosit peer review assignment appears at the bottom of the Content Area page. To move the link, hover your mouse to the left of the title until the four arrows appear, then click and drag the link to place it where you want it.
Create PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment without Rubric

Peer review assignments without a rubric require students to upload a video, watch their peers’ videos, and participate (i.e., post comments) in the discussion forum.

1. Under Advanced settings, change the default Points for the assignment if needed. (Points must be between 0 and 10.)
2. Unselect the Allow learners to use private video hosts slider button to restrict students to use only YouTube and Vimeo as video sources.
3. Optional – Select the Enable complete/incomplete grading slider button to allow students to receive full points as soon as they submit their video and post discussion forum comments to all the students in their group or in their class.
4. Click Save.

5. Assign groups to the peer review assignment: continue with Step 6.

Do not assign groups to the peer review assignment: proceed to Step 7.

6. Group set created: click the Select Group Set pulldown menu and select the group set.

   Group set not created: click Manage Group Sets and proceed to Step 1 in the Create PlayPosit Groups section on page 7 for instructions. After creating the group set, click the Select Group Set pulldown menu and select it.
7. Click **Link**. The link to the PlayPosit peer review assignment appears at the bottom of the Content Area page. To move the link, hover your mouse to the left of the title until the four arrows appear, then click and drag the link to place it where you want it.

**Create PlayPosit Groups**

1. Click the **Select Group Set** pulldown menu and enter a name for the group set, then press **Enter**.

2. Click **Add Group** to create a new group in the group set. (Delete the default group name to enter a customized name for the group.)

3. Drag and drop students from the **Unassigned Learners** column on the right into the group on the left.
4. Repeat **Step 2** and **Step 3** to create more groups and assign group members.

   **NOTE** Only students who have previously launched a PlayPosit bulb for the class or who are enrolled in the class will show under Unassigned Learners.

5. Click **Save and Close** after creating the groups and assigning the group members.

   **NOTE** Refer to the next section **Update PlayPosit Groups** for instructions if you need to make changes to groups later.

**Update PlayPosit Groups**

1. Click the Blackboard link for the peer review assignment to launch PlayPosit, then click **Manage Groups**.
2. Click the **Select Group Set** pulldown menu and select the group set you want to update.
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3. To make updates to group membership, drag new student names into existing groups, move existing students between groups, and/or create new groups within the group set.

4. To edit a group set name or to delete a group set, click the **3 dots** menu and select **Edit** or **Delete**.
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5. Click **Save and Close** to save your updates.

**NOTE** If students have changed groups, they should not have to resubmit a peer review assignment attempt. Students may need to provide feedback to the new members of their group. Feedback they have already received will still be visible.

**Step 2: Grade PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment**

This section includes instructions to:

- Grade a PlayPosit peer review assignment with a rubric.
- View feedback for a PlayPosit peer review assignment with a rubric.
- Grade a PlayPosit peer review assignment without a rubric.
Grade PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment with Rubric

1. Click the Blackboard link for the peer review assignment to launch PlayPosit, then click **Monitor**.
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2. Click the **Rubric** icon for the student you want to grade.
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3. On the **Instructor Feedback** tab, click **Evaluate Submission**.
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4. Click the **Play** button to view the video.

5. Enter comments on the **Peer Review Discussion Forum** tab, then click the **Arrow** to post your comments.
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6. Click the **Rubric** icon in the sidebar to access the grading rubric for the student’s submission.

7. Enter a numeric value and any comments for each criterion, then click **Submit Rubric**.

8. Close the tab to return to the PlayPosit gradebook.

9. Repeat **Steps 2 – 8** to grade another student’s peer review assignment.
10. Click **Sync Grades** to update the grades in the Blackboard gradebook.
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**NOTE** To modify a student’s score after the assignment has been graded, return to the PlayPosit gradebook for the peer review assignment and click **Enter Grade Mode**.

Select the point value you want to assign to the student(s), click **Save Grades**, and then click **Sync Grades** to update the grade(s) in the Blackboard gradebook.
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**View Feedback for PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment with Rubric**

1. Click the Blackboard link for the peer review assignment to launch PlayPosit, then click **Monitor**.
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2. Click the **Rubric** icon for the student whose feedback you want to view.
3. Click the **Instructor Feedback** tab to:
   - View the final instructor-assigned **Score** for the student.
   - Click **View Submission** to launch the student’s video with a read-only version of the submitted rubric and discussion forum.
   - Click the **Rubric** icon to view the instructor-submitted rubric for the student.
   - Click the **Discussion Forum** icon to view the discussion comments from the instructor.

4. Click the **Feedback Received** tab to:
   - View the **Score** each of the student’s peers assigned.
   - Click the **Rubric** icon to view the rubrics completed by the student’s peers. (These rubrics do not factor into the student’s assignment score. The instructor completes the rubric associated with the student’s submission to assign the final grade.)
   - Click the **Discussion Forum** icon to view the discussion comments from the student’s peers.
5. Click the **Feedback Given** tab to:
   - View the **Points** and **Score** the student assigned to all class members or peer group members.
   - View the group progress **Status**.
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**Grade PlayPosit Peer Review Assignment without Rubric**

1. Click the Blackboard link for the peer review assignment to launch PlayPosit, then click **Monitor**.
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   **NOTE** If **Complete/Incomplete Grading** was enabled on the assignment, which allows students to receive full points as soon as they submit their video and post discussion forum comments to their peers, you will see 100% instead of -% in the **Score** column. Proceed to **Step 2** to continue assigning the final assignment grade.

2. Click **Enter Grade Mode**.
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NOTE  If Complete/Incomplete Grading was enabled on the assignment, the maximum points will already be selected as the Score. Proceed to Step 3 to continue assigning the final assignment grade.

3. Click the Preview icon for the student you want to grade.

4. Click the Play button to view the student’s video and the discussion forum comments the student’s peers posted.

5. Enter comments on the Peer Review Discussion Forum tab, then click the Arrow to post your comments.

NOTE  To enter discussion comments after the video ends, click Peer Review Discussion Forum. To replay the video, click the video’s title link.

6. Close the tab to return to the PlayPosit gradebook.

7. Select the point value you want to assign to the student.

8. Repeat Steps 3 – 7 to grade another student’s peer review assignment.
9. Click **Save Grades**, then click **Sync Grades** to update the grades in the Blackboard gradebook.